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A« INTRODUCTION 
by

Sid ney Hol t f Directo r , 1.0*1.

Participants in previous PIM Convocations will recall 
it.-it. it v/qs decided that studies related to this matter would be 
continued under the auspices of 101, they v/ould for the time 
being be centred at San Francisco State University, under the 
Project Director, Dr. J* Henry Glazer. Dr, Glaser has just com- 
: leted a sabbatical year at the University of California, Berkeley, 
./here he carried out Postdoctoral research on the 133 and also 
supervised Postgraduate research by Peter Lomhoff on the contri
bution on 133 might make to fishery development and management.

As a result of this work the following two papers are 
being published in :

geology Lav; Quarterly , (U„C. Berkeley)
'laser, J.H. MThe Maltese Initiatives within the United

Mations - A Blue Planet Blueprint for Trans
national 3pace:i.

lomhoff , P. ’’Dementia Piscatoria - Sanitas Malta : The 
International Sea Service",

At San Francisco State University, draft papers have 
been prepared, by Political Science students, as follows :

Thomas, R.S.

Witte, R*J. 
Sanders, M.A. 

buckett, 3.

"Standards to be employed in the selection of 
home ports for ISS-type vessels and proposed 
conditions of relationship v/ith host countries",
"Developed coastal nations’ proposals” .
"Flags of convenience and United Nations flag ships” ,

"The third Maltese proposal - The one nobody knows 
about"
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D r 0 Glazer has prepared the follov;ing general report 
on the ISS study project0 I add here only that Malta's proposal 
for a jointly operated pollution monitoring vessel in the 
Central Mediterranean has got no further during the past yearQ 
Neighbouring countries do not appear to have received the pro
posal enthusiastically, and Malta is not, apparently, ready to 
operate such a vessel on a unilateral basis«

A new suggestion has, however, recently been made in 
connection with the intensive international discussion of the 
future of whaling« Stimulated by the interest of and position 
taken by the UN Environment Programme, which favours a 10 year 
moratorium on all commercial whaling, and by FAO which is con
cerned with the scientific basis for optimal management of
marine mammal populations, the International Whaling Commission 
has decided to sponsor a long-term research programme on whales«
It will cooperate with UNEP and FAO in this« Several scientists 
and others have emphasised that this will require special 
arrangements for research at sea, a matter emphasised by the . 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources (IUCN)« An examination has been proposed of the utility 
and feasibility of operating a special ship for this purpose, 
under international auspices and with a multi-national scientific 
complement« This would offer a new opportunity for advancement of 
the ISS concept«

B « THE STAKE IN THE FUTURE
by

Dr« J«H« Glazer
From the time of first conception, the voyage of the 

"International Sea Service", as depicted in the following pages, 
has taken some fourteen years, achieving landfall only recently 
when a few United Nations Documents 1/ and the deliberations at 
Pacem in Maribus Conference impressed the idea with "international 
visibility"« There remains to be achieved the formation of an 
"international constituency" composed of intergovernmental orga
nizations, developed countries, developing countries, national 
science academies, universities, industry, and labor« Endorsement 
of the ISS concept by each will depend in no small measure upon 
the results of studies, research, and projects by the loose and 
unstructured combination of local, foreign, and international 
institutions mentioned here«

The endorsement of v/orld youth has simply been assumed, 
for if ultimately established, the "International Sea Service" will 
be uniquely theirs« This feature, standing alone, should dictate 
that the research efforts emerging from these pages must be en
couraged, funded, and sustained wherever they occur« In a world 
of terrifying options it is these efforts which contain the seeds 
of promise for an internationally-acceptable, and completely weapon
less, planetary "fleet of the future"; the tangible ships of v/orld 
peace manned and operated by dedicated youth who sail together not 
as comrades-in-arms, but as envoys in the service of all mankind«

I„
Background
1959-1970

A basic plan for an "international sea service" was for
warded to Congressional leaders in the 85th Congress of the United 
States as early as 1959« As a cardinal feature of that plan certain 
Intergovernmental Organizations within the United Nations system 
including the World Health Organization (WHO), the Food and Agri
culture Organization (FAO), the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Inter-

UN General Assembly Docs A / C 02/271 of 11/17/71 & A/C.2/L«1193 cf 
11/23/71
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national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), were to be afforded "direct operational 
capability at sea” . I f  realized at the time, the scheme would have 
enabled these organizations to undertake independent studies and 
measurements of "ocean space” free from national bias and partisan 
orientiation. Operating under the auspices and control of the 
Intergovernmental Organizations, the proposed Sea Service was tc 
function as..general planetary agent in undertaking, on an inter
national level, extensive examination of air-sea interactions, water 
ecology, and emergent threats, to marine life wrought by man and his 
pollutants.

Intergovernmental Organizations, the proposed Sea Service was to function as 
general planetary agent in undertaking, on an International level, extensive 
examination of air-sea interactions, water ecology, and emergent threats to 
marine life wrought by man and his pollutants.

While the separate multilateral treaties establishing the Intergovernmental 
Organizations assigned to them an array of sea-oriented interests, they.were., 
then, as they remain, almost totally foreclosed from responding meaningfully 
to manifold problems touching upon the seas, their uses, and their resources, 
since all lacked any direct operational capability at sea. It was this miss
ing ingredient of "direct operational capability at sea" which the proposed 
Sea Service was to furnish to WHO, FAO, WMO, ICAO, ITU, and IAEA.

Departing from traditional "grant-in-aid-type" programs for developing 
countries, the plan, as submitted to U.S. Congressional leaders, assigned 
to both developed and developing states co-equal shares in an international 
joint venture. On the one hand, the vessels which were to constitute seaborne 
research units of the Sea Service logically would have to be furnished from 
developed countries with maritime capability. On the other, the developing 
countries with sea communications were to provide the "home port" facilities 
for the research vessels. The arrangement contemplated, therefore, a balanced 
system of "cash contributions", "in-kind contributions", or a combination of 
both from developed and developing countries.

The international joint venture, if carried forward at the time, would have 
served to eliminate the traditional dichotomization of States into "grantors" 
and "grantees". In addition to cost economies implicit in such an arrangement, 
other savings were contemplated. Operating schedules for vessels were to be 
formulated with the object of accommodating the interests of several Inter
governmental Organizations simultaneously rather than just one. If the 
World Health Organization (WHO) were to require, for example, the use of a 
vessel for research involving detection and analysis of harmful pollutants 
in the Mediterranean, the same vessel, at the same time, would also be en
gaged in taking meteorological measurements for the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) while contemporaneously training, for the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), persons from developing countries as ship
board radio-telegraphers. Moreover, to minimize costs for technical 
personnel serving aboard, Sea Service vessels were commanded and 
operated by experienced mariners- and others on the retired list who would 
agree to serve at modest pay and merely augment existing retirement en
titlements . Crews were to be composed of a mix of nationals from States 
subscribing to the multilateral convention establishing the Sea Service.
As exclusive users, the Intergovernmental Organizations having manifold 
requirements for Sea Service capability would furnish requisite instrumentation 
as well as technical experts. While embarked in the vessels these experts 
would, in turn, w;ork with the cadre of regular ship’s company in undertaking 
research and measurements on behalf of the sponsoring Intergovernmental 
Organizations. To the extent that "home ports" for Sea Service ships 
would ordinarily be in developing countries, these countries stood to 
become the immediate beneficiaries of the research and advanced academic
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competence represented by these special-purpose vessels, their crews, and inter
national experts embarked aboard at various times.

Although individual members of the 85th Congress proved highly receptive to ¡.he 
plan submitted in 1959, no meaningful results were achieved, or could emerge-, 
from a national body having little patience, and less concern with clarion calls 
of an earlier day to save the oceans and their life forms. "Water ecology", 
"industrial pollution", "Ocean space", "oil spills", "sperm whales", "mercury 
poison", "off-shore drilling", and "life support systems of planet Earth" wele 
nagging concepts not yet in public vogue and distant to the ear of legislators 
and their constituents. It was not until 1970 that the germ of an idea for an 
"international sea service" was revived, "dusted-off", improved, and disseminated 
to newspaper and television media through the efforts of a few university pro
fessors and their students from institutions in the San Francisco Bay Area.

II.
The "University Revisions"

1970-1971
The 1970 "University Revisions" to the plan for an International Sea Service 
focused upon economies of operation and a broadening of the institutional base 
calculated to capture the interest of university campuses as well as Inter
governmental Organizations. These revisions introduced the feature that Sea 
Service vessels might perform "double duty" both for the academic and for the 
entire international community by functioning as advanced "school ships” 
while contemporaneously undertaking research and measurements on behalf of 
the Intergovernmental Organizations. Although young "scholars" embarked aboard 
ship were to function as an integral part of the crew, two distinct categories 
of "crewmen" were set out in the 1970 Revisions.

"Science Crewmen" were to be selected from applicants possessing, as a minimum, 
an undergraduate degree awarded with distinction in either the physical or life 
sciences by an accredited institution of higher learning. Working under the 
supervision of a recognized academician or expert sponsored by one, or more, 
of the Intergovernmental Organizations, "Science Crewmen" were to assist in 
performing, aboard ship, marine research and technical measurements. Results 
would be transmitted directly to the academician or expert and the Inter
governmental sponsor. Through UNESCO coordination, the work of "Science Crew
men" would be creditable toward advanced degrees from sponsoring universities 
contingent upon successful completion of their research assignments in the 
Sea Service.

In contradistinction to "Science Crewmen", "Seafarer Crewmen" were to be selected 
from the ranks of young persons showing an interest in, and aptitude for, on- 
the-job training at sea in the various skills associated with the maritime trades 
While applicants for "Science Crewmen" would be selected from both developing 
and developed countries, "Seafarer Crew" applicants, by and large, would be 
drawn from developing countries having little, if any, facilities for on-the- 
job seafarer training. To ensure, however, that developing countries would



receive, along with developed countries, proportionate opportunities for the 
training of their young persons as ’’Science Crewmen”, a mechanism for guarantee
ing this result was written into the University Revisions.
By coupling advanced education for young persons with the original concept of 
the Sea Service as ’’general operating agent" for the Intergovernmental 
Organizations, the University Revisions expanded the potential base of 
institutional interest and collaboration to universities, academies, and. 
science foundationsthroughout the world. As to the Intergovernmental Organi
zations, the potential use of the Sea Service was extended to include the follow 
ing: The United Nations (U.N.), the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO-London), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO-Rome), 
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA-Vienna), the International Labor 
Organization (ILO- Geneva), the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO- 
Montreal), the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 
UNESCO-Paris), the World Meteorological Organization (WMO-Geneva), the World 
Health Organization (WHO-Geneva), the International Telecommunication Union 
(ITU-Geneva), the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World 
Bank-Washington), and the International Finance Corporation (IFC-Washington).

By circulating the University Revisions to scientists and educators in the San 
Francisco Bay area, the plan vas progressively disseminated by them to pro
fessional colleagues at home and abroad. Through this process and solely as 
a result of fortuitous distribution the plan for an International Sea Service 
as memorialized in the University Revisions, vas introduced by the Government 
of Malta into the General Assembly of the United Nations and, on November 17, 
1971» distributed to member Governments by the U.N. Secretary-General as an 
official document of the General Assembly.

III.

Pacem in Maribus III 

1971-1972
Following its publication by the United Nations, the ISS proposal was selected 
as a subject for discussion at the Pacem in Maribus III Conference held in 
Malta during June of 1972. A series of rather explicit recommendations and 
guides to action were made by the proponents for an ISS. Advocating that 
the scheme he institutionalized as a continuing project of Pacem in Maribus, 
proponents suggested that the newly-established International Ocean Institute 
at the Royal University of Malta (IOI-RUM) function as central clearinghouse 
for the world-wide dissemination of information concerning the plan for an 
International Sea Service and its progress.

At Malta, deliberations concerning potentials for an ISS focused upon the 
feasibility of instituting a modest "operational pilot project" within the 
Mediterranean littoral requiring, for its implementation, the use of two 
small vessels. Operating in the Eastern and Western basins of the 
Mediterranean Sea, and sailing under distinctive markings and colors, these
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vessels were to engage in the identification of pollutants and their sources 
and also perform, while underway, -limited tasks involving aceanographic and 
meteorological observations. It was theorized that by ©ere presence alone 
the vessels might conceivably exert some salutary effect in deterring pol
lution particularly if published reports from the vessels identified specific 
polluters. Although little progress in institutions the "operational pilot 
project” has been achieved at this time, a dialogue concerning it was es
tablished early in 1973 between 'IOI-RUM and representatives from several * ;
countries within the Mediterranean littoral, a rather amazing accomplishment, 
in and of itself, considering the tensions which dominate that area.
While pollution problems within the Mediterranean littoral were chiefly dis
cussed, the deliberations at PIM III also took cognizance of provisions in 
the charter of the International Ocean Institute which comprehended partici
pation by IOI-RUM in ’’other regional and global activities”. Within this 
context recommendations were made that ISS project planning not he confined 
alone to the International Ocean Institute. Project planning was also to 
be invested in additional institutions of higher learning with the under
standing that all such activities should remain identified with Pacem in 
Maribus and be conducted under the general auspices of the Institute at 
Malta. On the all-pervasive question of funding, it was apparent that 
institutions which opted for participation in future ISS project planning 
would have to obtain the funds and facilities to do so from public sources, 
private sources, or a combination of both within their respective countries.

IV

The San Francisco Bay Area Planning Projects

1973-
The progress made on the international level re-affirmed dedication to the 
ISS concept at the seat of its origin, the academic community in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. To ensure that faculty and students within the local 
university community would continue to be allotted shares in future 
planning, research, and studies bound up in the ISS concept, a permanent 
institutional base was needed to coordinate interdisciplinary research.
This was provided by San Francisco State University in the Spring of 1973, 
vh.n the decision was taken to institutionalize as a ’’Project” within the 
University's School of Behavioral and Social Sciences ’’research related to 
the concept of an International Sea Service”.
Though supported by the University’s School of Behavioral and Social Sciences 
the International Sea Service Project has been organized with the object of 
stimulating interdisciplinary study and research both within, and beyond, the 
departments of San Francisco State University. Since, for example, no law 
faculty exists at San Francisco State, the array of legal problems and rami
fications implicit in the conceptualization and establishment of an Inter
national-type Sea Service is presently being explored at the School of Lav, 
University of California at Berkeley. The assistance of other professional 
schools in the San Francisco Bay Area will also be sought by Project managers 
in the solution of other specific technical problem areas associated with the
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ISS concept.

In addition to maintaining an informal "research nexus" vith the International 
Ocean Institute at Malta and the University of California at Berkeley, Project 
personnel participate, on a continuing basis, in exchanges vith other educational 
and scientific institutions, at home and abroad, which have manifested an 
interest in the ISS concept and its potential implications for advanced edu
cation. Conceivably these institutions may, at some future time, assume.shares 
in the support of specific research, or research projects, associated vith the ' 
ISS concept.

Identification of selected areas of investigation associated vith the ISS 
concept appears as follows vith a recapitulation of existing institutional 
involvement:
The Pacem in Maribus Conferences (PIM)

1. Continuation of Study Project for an International Sea Service 
through activities and reports of Working Groups, regional 
meetings, and general conferences.

2. Publication of studies and reports involving use, exploration,
or exploitation of "ocean space" which bear, directly or • 
indirectly, upon the ISS concept. , ,M

The International Ocean Institute, Royal University of Malta (IOI-RUM)

1. Investigation of possibilities for operating a research 
test vessel containing crewmen from countries within the 
Mediterranean littoral vith the object of engaging in 
pollution monitoring and limited oceanographic and 
meteorological studies.

2. Investigation of ways and means for undertaking a 
"clearing-house function" for world-wide dissemi
nation of information concerning ISS projects and
their progress. ,

San Francisco State University
A. Interdisciplinary Research in Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, and 
* Engineering which includes the following: ' .

1. Investigation and survey of attitudes and performances 
of multi-national crewmen aboard 'flag of convenience" 
and other type vessels.

2. Investigation and survey of status and employment of
women and public and private vessels, .

3. Research into standards to be used for the selection 
of ISS "Science Crewmen" and "Seafarer Crewmen" with- 
in the framework of international pronouncements 
identifying as one of the "fundamental human rights"



the right of an education for those with ability 
to p^irsue it.

A survey, among developed maritime countries, of 
the types, numbers, retirement ages, and retire
ment conditions of masters, mates, pilots, crew
men and other experienced mariners on the retired 
list together with s jales of retirement pay 
received.
Investigation and survey of requirements for 
operational capability at sea on the part of the 
several U.N-. Specialized Agencies.
Investigation and survey of requirements for 
operational capability at sea by the United 
Nations Organization including a proposed 
international seabed authority.

Formulation of standards to be employed in the 
selection of ’'home ports" for ISS vessels and 
proposed conditions of relationship with host 
countries.

Investigation into the feasibility, and possible 
advantages, of using ISS-type vessels with their 
multi-national crewmen for providing so-called 
"ground truthing" services in ocean space in 
connection with orbiting Earth-Resources- 
Satellites (ERTS) launched for peaceful 
scientific purposes.
A survey of technical instrumentation required 
for use aboard ISS-type vessels for specifically- 
defined tasks coupled with potentials, if any, 
for minimizing costs of shipboard instru
mentation through access by such vessels to 
the data-generating capabilities of Earth- 
Resources-Satellites or aircraft.
Research into the technical requirements and 
costs for a proposed engineered planetary 
model for pollution detection in ocean space 
which integrates within a single global 
system the technical capabilities of space 
satellites for broad searches, with air
craft for regional sector searches, and 
finally with ISS-type vessels for specific 
sector searches.

Investigation into the potentials for an 
ISS to provide, on an international basis, 
scientifically-qualified and medically- 
fit future applicants who opt for manned- 
spaceflight as a logical continuation in
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the space regime of directed research projects 
related to, and first undertaken, in the con
fines of an international research vessel.

University of California at Berkeley
A. Specialized research in lav which includes the following:

1. Investigation of the substantive problems in 
international and municipal lav relative to 
the establishment of an international sea 
service with operating capability.

2. The drafting of a model multilateral con
vention establishing an ISS and defining 
its terms of reference within the ex
isting context of international relations 
and sovereign prerogatives.

3. The drafting of a model public statute 
for establishing through unilateral 
action by a State or group of States
a sea service embodying selected ISS 
concepts.

4. Proposed provisions in contracts of 
services and shipping articles for 
ISS officers and crewmen.

5. Exploration of the interrelationships, 
and technical interdependency, between 
the legal regimes of ocean space and 
outer space in the evolution of a 
unified trans-national regime.

The foregoing represents existing, and proposed, areas of investigation, and 
is not intended to be exhaustive. To ensure that each area represents a 
promising line of inquiry in the deliberations of experts and academicians 
at future international meetings, planning activities and project definition 
will continue to be undertaken in close collaboration with the managers of 
the Pacem in Maribus Conferences as well as the International Ocean Institut 
•ut the Royal University of Malta. This approach is consistent with recom
mendations concerning future ISS project planning proposed at the 1972 P1M I 
Conference in Malta and may also have the desired result of generating joint 
research projects.


